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A PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE SUNK COST EFFECT
Amanda F. Devoto, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2020

Sunk costs are previous investments of time, effort, or money toward a goal that cannot
be recovered. People often honor sunk costs by continuing to pursue a goal, despite the
availability of an alternative path that would pay off faster, a phenomenon called the sunk cost
effect. Prior research has identified variables that influence the sunk cost effect. One variable
found in hypothetical scenario-based research and in behavior-based research (Pattison et al.,
2011) has been percent of goal completed. The current study was designed to (1) replicate and
extend research by Pattison and colleagues and (2) compare results from the same participants on
behavior-based and hypothetical scenario-based sunk cost procedures. A pilot study (n = 18) was
completed to refine the procedures in advance of the main study. Twenty-five participants were
recruited for the main study. Participants completed behavior-based and hypothetical scenariobased tasks to investigate the effects of manipulating percent of task completed on the propensity
to continue a course of action. For the behavior-based task, participants were exposed to a sunk
cost procedure in which they were presented an initial work requirement of 30 responses. Part of
the way through the completion of that requirement they were presented with a choice between
staying with that task or switching to another alternative that always required 15 responses. The
work requirements were presented in the form of a video game on a computer in which the goal

was to kill monsters. A repeated measures design was used to investigate the effect of percent
completion of the initial requirement on choice to stay on the initial task. During some trials, it
was more beneficial to stay on the initial task (kill the first monster) and during some trials, it
was more beneficial to switch to kill the other monster. Staying on the initial work task when it is
optimal (requires fewer responses) to switch to the other task is sunk cost behavior. For the
hypothetical scenario-based tasks, participants were given a scenario in which continuing on a
present course of action entailed losses or was otherwise non-optimal. For example, one scenario
entailed completing development of a product that had already been completed by another
company. They were asked at various points of completion how likely they were to invest the
remaining funds in the project. Overall, participants responded optimally on the behavior-based
task and engaged in sunk cost behavior for the hypothetical scenario-based tasks. One
explanation for the difference between these tasks is that the behavior-based task may have more
discriminable consequences; the consequences for the hypothetical tasks were unknown. Results
from the present study, in combination with previous research, suggest that discriminability of a
situation is a major determinant of non-optimal persistence on a task. It is possible that what is
considered the sunk cost effect in the literature is behavior produced by contingencies in contexts
with uncertain or probabilistic outcomes. Verbal behavior may have also played a key role in
these results.
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INTRODUCTION
Behavioral economics is a field in the behavioral sciences that combines neoclassical
economic theory with findings from psychology. Economic theory assumes that people should,
and do, act rationally, meaning that they are well informed, have a stable preference over time,
and maximize utility (a measure of value or preference; Furrebøe & Sandaker, 2017). To
maximize utility is to choose the most preferred item out of a set of options. A limitation of
traditional economic theory is that people’s actual behavior often deviates from predictions based
on an assumption of rationality. People shift preferences over time, estimate probabilities
incorrectly, and do not always maximize utility. Behavioral economists pose that deviations from
rationality are systematic and predictable and therefore should be included in theories of decision
making (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
Behavioral economics has robustly described a host of predictable deviations from
rational decision making. Prospect theory in particular has been successful in describing
decision making behavior in risky situations. This theory posits a probability function that
illustrates the finding that small probabilities have a disproportionally large influence on people’s
decisions and large probabilities are less influential than they should be when compared against
an optimal standard (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Prospect theory also includes an S-shaped
value function, which includes the concept that decisions are made based on gains and losses
from a reference point, and that people value losses more than an equivalent gain (commonly
called loss aversion). According to this theory, people will tend to be risk seeking when losses
have moderate or large probabilities and gains have small probabilities. Likewise, people will
tend to be risk averse when gains have moderate or large probabilities and losses have small
1

probabilities. Although prospect theory substantially improves upon traditional rational models
of decision making in economics, it was not developed from a foundation of basic behavioral
processes in psychology. As such, the extent to which prospect theory can be accounted for in
terms of fundamental behavioral processes is not clear.
Proposed theories heavily rely on hypothetical constructs, such as mental heuristics and
biases, that are inferred from the data they are said to explain. Tversky and Kahneman (1974)
describe three heuristics that affect decision making under uncertainty: representativeness,
availability, and adjustment from an anchor. The representativeness heuristic is when the
likelihood of an event A belongs to class B is estimated based on how much A resembles B. For
example, when given a description of a meek, shy individual, people tend to overestimate the
likelihood that this person is a librarian. The availability heuristic is when the estimated
probability of an event increases relative to the ease of which the event comes to mind. For
example, someone may estimate the risk of a heart attack based on how many people they know
that have had heart attacks. The anchoring and adjustment heuristic is when people estimate
based on an initial value and make adjustments based on that value to get a final estimate. These
estimates will therefore be different depending on the initial value. Heuristics can be useful in
their description of behavior but should not be then used to explain the same behavior. For
instance, the representativeness heuristic is said to lead to the gambler’s fallacy (Tverksy &
Kahneman, 1974). Suppose someone is playing the roulette wheel and there has been a long
string of results that have ended on red. The gambler’s fallacy is when they view that they are
‘due’ for a result ending on black because a ball has not landed on black in a while. Having
another red result is seen as less probable, and less representative of the process of running a
roulette wheel, when what happens on previous runs is independent of what happens on the next
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run. The representativeness heuristic is inferred from these data but are also considered an
explanation for this effect, which is tautological. A different approach is needed in order to go
beyond descriptions of behavior in accounting for deviations from rationality.
Behavior analysts are in a unique position to contribute to the field of behavioral
economics due to their emphasis on functional relations between behavior and environment and
their methodological commitment to analyzing behavior at the level of the individual organism.
Behavior analysis is a scientific approach to investigating the functional relations between
behavior and environment by considering biology, reinforcement history, and the current
context. Furrobøe and Sandaker (2017) issued a call-to-arms that describes several advantages of
the behavior analytic approach to studying deviations from traditional economic theory. First,
they describe the selectionist perspective, which is the perspective that behavior change is driven
by adapting to the consequences in the environment. This relationship between behavior and
consequences is considered the foundation of behavior change and the most powerful driver of
decision making. This focus on environmental causes of behavior differs from traditional
economics, which they say focuses on intentions of the organism in maximizing utility. Another
contribution described by Furrebøe and Sandaker to behavioral economics by behavior analysis
is its methodological approach of using single subject designs. Single subject designs investigate
causes of behavior by systematically introducing and retracting variables for an individual over
time. One benefit of this methodology is that underlying patterns of behavior can be revealed by
using single subject designs, which might not be seen by using aggregate approaches. Further,
this method investigates the conditions under which behavior occurs, which can lead to being
able to predictably modify behavior. When trying to explain why behavior occurs, rather than
just describing its occurrence, single subject designs are a valuable resource. It is possible that
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phenomena under investigation in behavioral economics, such as the conjunction fallacy, the
endowment effect, and base rate neglect may be the result of the interaction of basic behavioral
processes rather than isolated “irrationalities.”
The sunk cost effect (Arkes & Blumer, 1985) is a reasonable starting point for exploring
the utility of the behavior analytic approach to behavioral economics because of the breadth of
literature on the subject, and because previous studies by behavior analysts have already laid the
groundwork for a behavioral account of this pattern of behavior. Sunk costs are previous
investments of time, effort, or money that cannot be recovered. Considering such costs when
making a decision or when allocating behavior across alternative choices is not optimal, a
phenomenon known as the sunk cost effect. Optimal behavior is maximizing the difference
between the costs and benefits of a decision. Nevertheless, humans and non-humans often
include such considerations as part of their decision-making process. The sunk cost effect occurs
in situations ranging from finishing a bad movie to continuing to invest millions of dollars into a
project that will not be profitable. The sunk cost effect has been replicated extensively under a
variety of circumstances (Arkes & Blumer, 1985; Magalhᾶes & White, 2016). The prior work in
this area creates a practical point of continuation to increase understanding of the conditions
under which the sunk cost effect occurs.
Determinants of the Sunk Cost Effect
Several robust determinants of the sunk cost effect have been identified. Determinants of
the sunk cost effect include discriminability among alternatives, investment amount, relative and
absolute costs, and reinforcement history. Studies describing these effects will be reviewed in
detail in this section.
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Discriminability Among Alternatives. Several studies have used behavior-analytic
methodology to precisely identify the conditions under which the sunk cost effect occurs.
Navarro and Fantino (2005) conducted a series of experiments that examined the role of
uncertainty in the sunk cost effect in humans and pigeons. In these experiments, the organisms
could respond on an FR schedule to produce food or hit an escape key once to escape the trial
and start a new one. At the start of each trial, the ratio value of the FR schedule was selected at
random according to a set of four experimenter-defined ratios (small, medium, long, and extralong, respectively), each of which was designated with a particular probability of occurrence. For
example, for Experiments 1, 3, 4, and 5 the probability that the short FR schedule would appear
at the beginning of a trial was .5 and was .25, .125, and .125 for the medium, long, and extralong schedules respectively. The sunk cost effect in these experiments was defined as completion
of the medium or long ratios instead of escaping the trial, because completing these schedules
reduced the overall rate of reinforcement. This manner of responding was considered suboptimal
persistence. In Experiment 1, the presence of a discriminative stimulus in the form of a key light
that signaled the expected value of the ratio on the food key was manipulated. Pigeons served as
subjects. The center key light at the beginning of a trial was white and changed to different
colors as more responses were completed. For instance, it changed to red after ten responses (the
lowest FR schedule was FR 10) if a larger schedule was in effect. When the stimulus changes
were present, the pigeons did not persist on suboptimal trials; when the stimulus changes were
absent, three out of the four pigeons persisted. During Experiment 2 the stimulus changes present
condition of Experiment 1 was replicated, and whether persistence was optimal or suboptimal
was manipulated. The pigeons in this experiment were able to escape when optimal and persist
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when optimal. Results from Experiments 1 and 2 show that when there is a clear discriminative
stimulus present, pigeons respond optimally and do not commit the sunk cost error.
In Experiments 3 and 4, the difference between the mean number of responses to
reinforcement for escaping and persisting was manipulated in pigeons and humans, respectively.
There were no signal changes in these experiments. The mean number of responses to
reinforcement (also called expected value) were calculated by summing the products of the FR
schedules and their probabilities of occurrence. For example, the expected value for escaping for
the FR set of FR 5, 50, 100, 220 was 55 (55 = 5*.5 + 50*.25 + 100*.125, + 220*.125) plus 1 (for
pressing the escape key) for a total of 56. The expected value for persisting was the expected
value after the small ratio had been completed if no reinforcement occurred. For the same FR set
above, this was 100 (100 = 45*.5 + 95*.25 + 215*.25). The difference in mean ratio
requirements for escaping and persisting for this FR set was 44. The authors hypothesized that
when this difference is smaller they will be more likely to persist. This difference in value is the
number of responses on average the organism is saving by escaping as soon as it is optimal.
Optimal behavior in these experiments was escaping after the smallest FR schedule if no
reinforcement was obtained, and suboptimal behavior was the completion of the longer FR
schedules (suboptimal persistence). The difference values between escaping and persisting that
were used for Experiment 3 were 44, 34, and 19. These values arose as a function of the FR
schedules chosen, rather than being specifically selected by the experimenters. No pigeons
persisted when the difference was 44, three out of four persisted when the difference was 34, and
all four persisted when the difference was 19. Experiment 4 replicated this experiment with
humans using the 44 and 34 difference value conditions and found that, on average, people
persisted more in the 34 rather than the 44 condition (69% vs 25%, respectively). These results
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provide initial evidence that discriminability amongst alternatives in terms of expected value
differences can determine whether organisms commit the sunk cost error.
Avila, Yankelevitz, Gonzalez, and Hackenberg (2013) extended the work of Navarro and
Fantino (2005) using human subjects by providing more expected mean differences between
persisting and escaping. Participants were twelve college students at two different universities.
Participants could earn money according to their performance in the sessions and were given a
bonus for attending all the sessions. Participants were seated in front of a computer and could
earn $.05 for each FR schedule completed. Similar to the pigeon experiments, the participants
could respond on one button to progress through the FR schedule or could respond on another to
escape the trial and start another. Four different FR sets (between subject factor) and three
different probability sets (within subjects factor) were used. When the difference between
escaping and persisting differed the least, participants tended to persist. When the difference was
larger, participants tended to escape when optimal and persist when optimal. This study
replicated the findings of Navarro and Fantino (2005) across more difference values and across
persistence optimal and escape optimal conditions. Results from this study furthered the
evidence that the discriminability of costs between the alternatives is a factor in sunk cost.
The difference values used in Fantino (2005) and Avila et al. (2013) were not explicitly
programmed. Instead, they were a mathematical consequence of the chosen FR schedules and
probabilities. This led to broadly and irregularly spaced difference values. For example, Avila et
al. (2013) had values such as 1.11, 1.42, and -6 for one set of conditions, and -24, 3.7, and 4.79
for another. Negative values represent situations where it is optimal to stay rather than switch
(the Resc value is less than the Rpersist value). A more systematic manipulation of these values
could help further understanding of their role in the sunk cost effect. Choosing these values
7

systematically, i.e., choosing regularly spaced values across a continuum could allow for
greater precision for where on the continuum of difference values an organism will persist and
where they will escape. Based on Avila et al.’s findings, we know that a larger difference in
these values leads to more optimal responding, but we do not know how small the difference can
be to still obtain this shift in responding. A more systematic implementation of the independent
variable will lead to a better understanding of the effects of that independent variable on the sunk
cost effect, which can lead to greater understanding of this phenomenon overall.
Investment Amount. Garland (1990) conducted a hypothetical scenario-based study in
which participants reported their likelihood of putting more money into finishing a project after
10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, or 90% of a 10-million-dollar budget had already been invested. Results
showed a linear relationship between percent of investment and willingness to commit more
money to the project, such that as percent of investment increased, so did willingness to commit
more money.
Investment amount has also been investigated via behavior-analytic methodology. For
example, Pattison, Zentall, and Watanabe (2011) used a behavioral procedure for evaluating the
sunk cost effect in pigeons. Pigeons were required to make an initial investment on a center key
and then to move to a side key on the left or right to either complete the FR 30 schedule or
complete a different FR 15 schedule. The center key and the side key for completing the FR 30
schedule had the same color light. After different amounts of initial investment (5, 10, 15, 20, or
25 pecks), the center key went dark and the two side keys lit up. The sunk cost effect for this
procedure is a bias towards completing the initial schedule even when switching to the other
alternative needs less responses. Pigeons tended to complete the initial investment rather than
switch to the alternative. This procedure is closer than the Escape/Persist procedure to what is
8

used for humans in scenario-based experiments because it involves a choice between two
alternatives. Together with findings from Garland (1990), this study showed that humans and
pigeons will be more likely to persist on an alternative when there is a higher prior investment.
Relative vs Absolute Costs. Garland and Newport (1991) investigated the effects of
absolute and relative sunk costs on decision making. The absolute magnitude of the investment
(dollars) and the relative magnitude of investment (proportion of overall budget) were
manipulated across four different scenarios using business students. Participants indicated the
likelihood that they would continue pursuing that course of action. Only relative sunk costs were
found to affect the likelihood that they would continue the investment. Thus, relative rather than
absolute sunk costs could be the more important determinant of whether the sunk cost effect
occurs. Alternatively, a different study found that both investment amount and relative
investment affect whether the sunk cost effect occurs (White and Magalhᾶes, 2015). This
difference may stem from using a concurrent chains procedure rather than hypothetical
scenarios.
Macaskill and Hackenberg (2012a) found that relative rather than absolute difference
between alternatives is a controlling variable of the sunk cost error in pigeons. This study
replicated and extended Navarro and Fantino (2005) by replicating their FR 10/40/80/160
condition, doubling that to have a FR 20/80/160/320 condition, then doubling it again to create a
FR 40/160/320/640 condition. Manipulating conditions in this way creates a similar proportion
of mean response requirements for persisting and escaping across conditions (relative sunk cost)
but creates greater differences in these response requirements (absolute sunk cost). The
difference in mean expected value for the FR 10/40/80/160 condition was 34 in the Navarro and
Fantino study, which resulted in persistence. The purpose in doubling the schedules for the other
9

conditions was to create conditions which had a greater difference in expected value. Based on
Navarro and Fantino’s findings, having a large difference in expected value would be predicted
to lead to no persistence in the doubled conditions. Persistence in all conditions would suggest
that behavior is more sensitive to relative (proportional) differences than absolute differences.
The authors found that pigeons persisted in all conditions, which indicates a greater importance
of relative than absolute sunk costs on persistence of a course of action.
Reinforcement History. In Experiment 2 of Macaskill and Hackenberg’s (2012a) study,
pigeons that consistently persisted in Experiment 1 experienced a condition that increased the
relative and absolute sunk costs (FR 10/160/320/640) to establish consistent escaping. They then
experienced the three conditions from Experiment 1 again. The FR 10/160/320/640 condition
reduced persistence to near zero levels for all pigeons. Pigeons consistently escaped during the
follow-up FR 10/40/80/160 and FR 20/80/160/320 conditions, but not during the FR
40/160/320/640 conditions. The authors propose that this may be due to increased difficulty in
discriminating the optimal escape point (10 or 20 versus 40). This study shows one example of
specific experiences influencing persistence. The role of reinforcement history as a determining
factor in the sunk cost effect is something that is unlikely to be investigated by those outside of
the behavior analytic research tradition.
Goltz (1992) hypothesized that engaging in sunk cost is influenced by reinforcement
history. Specifically, Goltz argued that sunk cost is resistance to extinction after having a history
of variable reinforcement on prior investments. Participants in Goltz’s study completed different
types of reinforcement contingencies for investment-making, then had an extinction condition in
which there were no positive returns on their investments. The conditions generating the greatest
persistence (most money invested during the extinction period) were a history of variable partial
10

reinforcement (some gains some losses) and no prior training (extinction only). This study
indicates that reinforcement history, specifically a variable schedule of reinforcement, can
impact sunk costs.
Theories of the Sunk Cost Effect
Several theories of the sunk cost effect have been proposed in prior studies, including
self-justification, waste avoidance, prospect theory, within-trial contrast, and uncertainty (see
Magalhᾶes & White, 2016 for a review). These theories will be reviewed in detail in this section.
Self-Justification. One well-known theory for the sunk cost effect is self-justification,
which is rationalizing prior choices to justify that those choices were good (Staw, 1976; Staw &
Fox, 1977). Findings that personal responsibility is related to the sunk cost effect has been said to
be evidence for this account (Staw 1976; Staw & Fox, 1977), although these findings have been
mixed (Davis & Bobko, 1986). An issue with this account is that non-human animals also
commit the sunk cost error (Avila et al., 2013; Magalhães & White, 2016; Navarro & Fantino,
2005; Pattison et al., 2012). If a single causal mechanism underlies the sunk cost effect, theories
need to account for findings from humans and non-humans alike. “Rationalizing” as construed in
this theory entails a sophisticated verbal repertoire, and as such cannot account for the sunk cost
effect observed in non-human animals.
Waste Avoidance. Another theory that appears to rely on a sophisticated verbal
repertoire is waste avoidance. The basis of this theory is that people have a “desire to not appear
wasteful” (Arkes & Blumer, 1985, p. 132), or commit an “overgeneralization of the ‘don’t waste’
rule” (Magalhᾶes & White, 2016, p. 344). Arkes and Blumer (1985) also describe being wasteful
as aversive. Arkes (1996) found that people were more likely to persist with a failing project if
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the alternative was selling their materials for scrap than when the alternative is selling them to
someone else to use. Selling the materials for scrap was considered the wasteful option.
Additionally, Arkes and Blumer (1985) attribute the findings from Straw (1976) that personal
responsibility is related to the sunk cost effect as evidence for the waste avoidance theory. How
this explanation could account for the results of sunk cost studies involving non-human animals
is not clear. Additionally, some of the same findings (e.g., personal responsibility) can be
attributed to multiple theories (e.g., waste avoidance and self-justification), but it is unclear what
kind of variables could be manipulated to create competing predictions between the theories.
Prospect Theory. Prospect theory may serve as the basis for an account of the sunk cost
effect because of its prediction that people are risk seeking under losses, especially certain (i.e.,
guaranteed) losses. The prior investment is a certain loss if the project is abandoned, and people
are likely to risk an additional loss if it could lead to a potential gain (Arkes and Blumer, 1985;
Magalhães and White, 2016). A problem with prospect theory, however, is that “prospect theory
does not specify the psychological basis for the findings that sure losses are so aversive and sunk
costs are so difficult to ignore” (Arkes and Blumer, 1985, p.132). “Psychological basis” in this
context alludes to an internal causal mechanism of the sunk cost effect, such as those described
above. Those of the behavior analysis tradition will instead look to environmental factors that
help explain the behavior, rather than relying on an internal cause that is only attributable to
humans.
Within-Trial Contrast. Within-trial contrast has been suggested as an account for the
sunk cost effect (Pattison et al., 2012; Magalhᾶes & White, 2016; White & Magalhᾶes, 2015).
Within-trial contrast is when a subject prefers a stimulus associated with more effort required to
obtain a reinforcer over a stimulus associated with less effort required to obtain the same
12

reinforcer (Zentall & Singer, 2007). Under this account, the effort required to key peck is a
presumed aversive event that results in a negative change in value, and that obtaining the
reinforcer results in a positive change in the value of the context. Another assumption is the
value of the reinforcer depends on the relative change in value. Therefore, because the change in
value is greater after the more effortful requirement than the less effortful requirement, the
reinforcer following the option requiring more effort has greater value. In a sunk cost scenario,
the initial investment is relatively aversive, and this enhances the reinforcement value of the
option that follows the effort. One issue with this account is that there is no obvious difference in
predictions between this account and delay reduction theory (Fantino, Preston, & Dunn, 1993).
Reinforcement schedules requiring higher effort (e.g., FR 20) take more time than reinforcement
schedules requiring lower effort (e.g., FR 1). Because higher effort schedules take more time to
complete, the stimulus associated with this work requirement also signals a greater reduction in
delay to reinforcement. Delay reduction theory therefore can explain much of the findings
attributed to within trial contrast, which Zentall and colleagues (e.g., Zentall & Singer, 2007)
acknowledge. In one study, Singer, Berry, and Zentall (2007) tested predictions from delay
reduction theory. They assessed preference for two schedules of reinforcement that kept trial
duration constant. A simultaneous color discrimination followed the two schedules, and then
preference was assessed for the stimuli by presenting them simultaneously. According to the
authors, delay reduction theory would not predict a preference between the schedules, and
neither would within trial contrast. However, with within trial contrast, it was predicted that if a
preference for one of the schedules occurred, then the pigeons will also have a preference for the
stimulus associated with the lesser preferred schedule. Out of the four test sessions, only the
fourth test session showed a significant preference (63% on average) for the stimulus associated
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with the non-preferred schedule. Another weakness is that there has been no direct test of this
account on sunk cost by adapting the procedures of both within-trials contrast and the sunk cost
effect into a single experiment.
Uncertainty. Navarro and Fantino (2005) suggested that an inability to discriminate
between the optimal and non-optimal course of action is a potential cause of the sunk cost effect.
Uncertainty (i.e., probabilistic outcome) has been found to be an important factor in sunk costs.
Navarro and Fantino (2005), Avila et al. (2013), and Macaskill and Hackenberg (2012a),
manipulated uncertainty by providing and not providing a discriminative stimulus for the work
schedules and changing the difference in expected value between the alternatives. This account
lends itself well to the explanation provided by Goltz (1992) that the sunk cost effect can come
about via generalizing from previous experience in an uncertain or limited information
circumstance.
Prior research has identified different relevant variables in the sunk cost effect. One
variable of particular interest is discriminability of when it is optimal to escape versus persist.
Studies investigating this factor use values of expected reinforcement rates that are determined
via the FR schedules used, rather than systematically choosing them (see above). Additionally,
discriminability has not yet been analyzed using a scenario in which subjects switch from one
alternative to another (such as in Pattison et al., 2011). Rather, this factor has been analyzed in
scenarios in which the organism persists on a schedule or escapes. The relevance of
discriminability amongst alternatives should be consistent across sunk cost scenario, but this has
not yet been shown. Another factor of interest is relative sunk costs. Relative sunk costs has been
investigated in humans via hypothetical scenarios (Garland & Newport, 1991), and in pigeons
using behavior-analytic methodology (Macaskill and Hackenberg, 2012a). It would be of interest
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to manipulate this variable in humans using real outcomes. Additionally, no study to date has
combined these factors or explored the interaction effects of discriminability and relative sunk
costs. Thus, the purpose of the proposed study is twofold: (1) to explore the interaction effects of
these key variables on consideration of sunk costs, and (2) to begin the process of outlining how
isolated irrationalities are connected to basic behavioral processes.
PILOT STUDY
Introduction
A pilot study was necessary to refine procedures before moving on to the main study. As
the procedure used in the study by Pattison et al. (2011) had not been used in humans, there were
many unknowns as how to properly adapt it. Several procedures were modified over the course
of the pilot study. First, the visuals of the task were changed in a few ways. The original
procedure in the pilot featured a video game in which the goal was to kill monsters. Some
specific qualities of this version were subsequently changed to attempt to reduce bias. For
example, the monster format of the task was selected as a means of promoting task engagement,
but it was not clear whether irrelevant features of the monsters would influence persistence.
Thus, a version of the computer task was tested in which the monsters were replaced with simple
squares. Another factor of interest was the response requirements. The Pattison et al. (2011)
study used an FR 30 schedule, but it was unknown whether a higher FR would be better for
human participants. A third important factor was the instructions. Instructions can influence
performance on behavioral tasks (Hayes et al., 1986), thus several variations on instructions were
implemented. Because the goal of these manipulations was to develop a terminal procedure as
rapidly as possible, there were some occasions in which more than one change was implemented
simultaneously, thus preventing isolation of the effects of some variables.
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Method
Participants. Participants were recruited on the main campus using flyers, recruiting
from classes, and word of mouth. Participants were eligible for the study if they were (1)
between 18 and 64 years old and (2) able to use a computer.
Setting and Materials. Sessions were conducted in either of two adjacent small
windowless rooms (3.66 m x 2.29 m). The rooms contained desktop PCs loaded with the
experimental task and a web browser.
Behavior-based Experimental Task – Monster Version. This experimental task was
delivered via desktop computer in an experimental room. The format of the task was a monster
killing game developed for this project. During the game participants decided whether to finish
killing an initial monster after an initial time spent attacking it or switch to attack a different
monster. The general procedures for this task were based off Pattison et al. (2011). Participants
used the mouse and keyboard to manipulate the game.
Behavior-based Experimental Task – Squares Version. Some participants experienced a
visually simplified version of the experimental task. In this version, participants would click on a
square presented on the screen to complete the work requirement. When clicked, the square
would move to a different place on the screen so they would need to track its position (as used in
Avila et al., 2013). After an initial investment on the initially presented square, participants
would choose between completing the first work requirement or switch to another work
requirement. The second work requirement would only appear after the initial investment was
made on the initial work requirement. Squares were differentiated by symbols.
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Hypothetical Scenario Sunk Cost Tasks. Three hypothetical scenario tasks were added
to the procedure over the course of the pilot study. These scenarios were presented via Qualtrics
survey software.
Radar blank plane scenario. This scenario was adopted from Garland (1990) and Garland
and Newport (1991). This scenario described making an initial investment in developing a plane
that is invisible to radar detection and then discovering that a better version of the plane is being
developed by another company. They were asked how likely they are from 0-100 to commit the
remaining funds to the project. See Appendix B for full scenario text. This scenario was chosen
because Garland (1990) and Garland and Newport (1991) include proportion of investment as an
independent variable, as was done in the experimental task in the current study.
Building remodel scenario. This scenario was also adopted from Garland and Newport
(1991). This scenario described making an initial investment in remodeling an office building
and then discovering that the remodel windows would face cement walls. They were then asked
how likely they were from 0-100 to commit the remaining funds to the project. See Appendix C
for full scenario text.
Movie hypothetical scenario. This scenario was adapted from Jarmolowicz et al (2016).
The scenario was presented twice with slight alterations between the two. In one iteration, the
scenario was described that participants had paid for a movie but decided they did not like it after
a few minutes. In the second iteration the movie was free. For both iterations, they were asked
how long they would continue to watch the movie. See Appendix D for full scenario text.
Procedure. There were several refinements to the procedures as the pilot study
progressed. The initial procedures are presented below, followed by each important change.
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Initial Procedures. Initially, this study was a 3 x 6 repeated measures design. The first
factor, percent of work schedule completed before the second option was available, had have 3
levels: 10%, 50%, and 80%. The second factor, potential savings magnitude as measured by ratio
of responses between the alternatives (switch/stay), had 6 levels: .1, .5, .7, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.7.
Ratios of switch/stay that are under 1 represent conditions where more responses are required to
complete the initial FR schedule. Ratios of stay/switch that are over 1 represent conditions where
more responses are required to complete the second FR schedule. Values for these variables were
chosen based on values in Macaskill and Hackenberg (2012b) and Pattison et al. (2011). There
was a total of 18 conditions (see Table 1). Participants completed each condition 6 times, for a
total of 108 trials each session. The first two trials of each condition were forced choice trials,
which forced the participant to choose one option or another. Forced choice trials were included
so that participants could learn through experience the consequences of choosing one option or
another. The next four trials were free choice trials. Condition order was randomized. The
primary dependent variable was the percent of trials participants stay with the initial option.
After the informed consent process, the experimental task began. The researcher started
the program and navigated to the instructions. The researcher read the instructions and allowed
the participant to ask any questions.
As the task window opened, the following message was displayed:
“In this game, you are a mercenary hired to protect a village. You will swing a weapon to kill a
clan of monsters that are ravaging the village. Click the mouse to swing your weapon. Striking a
monster reduces its hit points. When its hit points reach zero, it is killed. For every monster you
kill, you earn $.05 in real money. A running total of your earnings will be displayed on the
screen. As you are attacking a monster, another monster will approach you. When the second
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monster approaches, you will choose which monster to attack. The different monsters may have
different amounts of hit points. You are a skilled mercenary, and thus do not need to worry about
the monsters hurting you. Press any key to begin.”
The object of the game was to kill monsters by attacking them until their health reaches
zero. A trial began with the opportunity to attack a single monster, which always required 40
responses to kill (FR 40 work requirement). Part way through attacking the first monster, a
second monster appeared. A dialog box then appeared asking the participant to choose between
continuing to attack the initial monster or to switch to attack the second monster. Once a monster
is dead (the chosen FR schedule is completed), the trial ended. After a few seconds, the next trial
began. Each initial monster had 40 hit points (the number of times it must be struck to be
destroyed; a common concept in games with similar objectives). The secondary monster had
varying amounts of health, which is sometimes greater than the health remaining of the initial
monster and sometimes less. Thus, on some trials it was advantageous to stay attacking the initial
monster, and sometimes it was advantageous to switch to the second monster. For example, in
one condition the second monster would show up after 4 responses on the initial monster (10%
completion), leaving 36 responses (hit points) left on the first monster, and the second monster
required 25 responses to kill, corresponding to a switch/stay ratio of .7. On another trial, the
second monster appeared after 4 hits on the initial monster, but the health of the second monster
only required 4 hits to kill (.1 ratio of switch/stay). Participants earned $.05 per monster killed.
Their cumulative total was displayed on the screen.
The researcher remained in the room for a few initial trials to ensure understanding of the
game. Upon session completion, the second and third sessions were scheduled. Participants were
paid $.05 for each monster killed, and a bonus of $10 for completing all sessions, for a total of
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$26. Participation in the study took place over three 1-hour experimental sessions with 108 trials
each session.
Change 1: Modified Instructions. The following was added to the instructions,
“Sometimes you will be forced to choose one monster or another. This is to give you information
about what it is like to kill that monster. After being forced to choose each monster, you will be
free to choose as you please.”
Change 2: Square Version of Game. A simpler version of the game was developed (see
above). In addition, instead of the initial work schedule being an FR 40, it was increased to an
FR 80.
Change 3: Elimination of an Independent Variable and the Addition of Surveys. The
next change eliminated the second independent variable, switch/stay ratio. Two kinds of values
were changed to promote greater similarity between the current study and the Pattison study.
First, the FR schedule for the initial alternative was changed to FR 30, and the FR schedule for
the second alternative was changed to FR 15. Second, the percent of work completed was
adjusted to the values 6.67% (2 responses), 16.67% (5 responses), 33.33% (10 responses), 50%
(15 responses), 66.67% (20 responses), 83.33% (25 responses), and 93.33% (28 responses) (see
Table 1). These percent values were the same as those used in the Pattison study, with the
addition of 6.67% and 93.33% to test a greater range of values. There were two forced trials
followed by six free choice trials of each condition presented per session. Participants were still
paid $.05 per FR schedule completed plus a $10 bonus, which reduced their overall payment to
$19.
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Table 1
Work Requirements for Each Experimental Condition
%
Initial
Investment Investment
6.67%
2

HP1

HP2

28

15

16.67%

5

25

15

33.33%

10

20

15

50%

15

15

15

66.67%

20

10

15

83.33%

25

5

15

93.33%

28

2

15

Additionally, hypothetical scenarios that have been used in prior sunk cost studies were
added to the procedure (see above). The surveys were completed at the end of Session three.
These were added to compare responding on the behavioral task to responding on hypothetical
scenario tasks.
Change 4: The Monsters Return. The monster-killing version of the task was used
again. The values used for the FR schedules and percent of work completed remained the same.
Change 5: Final Refinements. Two more small changes were made to the procedure
before moving to the main study. First, the second monster was changed to look exactly like the
first monster. Second, a final change was made to the instructions. Specifically, “When you kill
all the monsters, the session is over” was added.
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Data Analysis. Visual analysis was used to analyze the data. The experimental task data
were graphed for each participant. For the data from those who experienced the game with both
independent variables, each session figure has three panels, one for each percent of work
completed condition. The data paths within each panel represent the percent of trials in which the
participant chose to stay on the initial FR schedule across the ratio conditions. Only free-choice
trial data were used to calculate the percent that they stayed on the initial FR schedule. Individual
session and aggregated session data are presented.
For the data from those who experienced the version of the experimental task with one
independent variable, each figure has three or four panels, one for each session and one for
aggregated session data. Aggregated session data were only included if there were no procedural
changes across sessions. No figure aggregating data across participants was included due to
procedural differences across participants. Each panel includes a grey dashed line which
represents optimal responding.
Results and Discussion
Eighteen participants completed the pilot study. Because the purpose of the pilot study
was refinement of the experimental task procedures, only experimental task data are presented.
For many participants, changes in procedures occurred in between sessions. The goal of the pilot
study was to have procedures that produced orderly, systematic data.
Initial Results. Three participants completed the study with the initial procedures.
Participant 1 had largely variable responding across Sessions one and two (see Figure 1). In
Session three, there was some preference for staying to complete the initial option. Responses
averaged across sessions was near indifference between the options (around 40 to 60%).
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Participant 2 also had variable responding, but during Session three responding shifted closer to
being optimal (see Figure 2). During Session three they chose to stay at ratios greater than one
most of the time, indicating some sensitivity to the conditions. Participant 4 did not show
sensitivity to the conditions; they chose to switch to the second option at almost every choice
point (see Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Participant 1 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 2. Participant 2 Experimental Task Choices.
25

Figure 3. Participant 4 Experimental Task Choices.
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Change #1: Modified Instructions. Due to unsystematic data for the initial participants,
the instructions were modified to make the forced trial part of the task more explicit. Participants
5 and 6 both had the initial procedures for Session one but the modified instructions for Sessions
two and three (see Figures 4 and 5). Responding from Participant 5 was near indifference
between the options, except for during the third session they chose to stay more often during the
80% condition. During Sessions one and two, Participant 6 had variable responding and many
instances of indifference between the options. During Session three, responding was more
orderly, and there were instances of non-optimal preference for the initial option during the 50%
and 80% conditions.
Participant 8 had the modified instructions for all three sessions (see Figure 6). During
the 10% condition, there was a preference for the second option. There was a preference for the
initial option for the 50% and 80% conditions during Session three, but not during Session two.
When the session data are aggregated (top panel), there appears to be increased preference for
the initial option as percent completion of that option increased. Overall, modifying the
instructions decreased the amount of indifference responding but did not produce uniform
preference within or between participants.
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Figure 4. Participant 5 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 5. Participant 6 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 6. Participant 8 Experimental Task Choices.
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Change #2: Square Version of Game. After the modified instructions, the data were
still unsystematic (as noted above). A visually simpler game was developed to decrease influence
of the video game stimuli. It is possible that prior history with video games or something about
the task itself was producing unsystematic responding. The FR was also increased to a FR 80
because responding on this version of the task was able to be faster than the monster version.
Participant 7 completed Session one with the initial procedures, Session two with the modified
instructions, and Session three with the square version of the game (see Figure 7). Responding
was consistently nearly optimal, with one exception. Responding during the 80% condition in
Session three was indifferent between the options or favored the second option.
Participant 10 completed the first session with the monster version of the task and the
following two sessions with the square version of the task (see Figure 8). For the first session,
the data are largely orderly across the ratio conditions and responding was near optimal. During
the second and third sessions responding became variable.
Participant 11 completed the first and second sessions with the monster version of the
task and the last session with the square version of the task (see Figure 9). There was orderly,
near-optimal responding across all three sessions. This participant self-reported counting the
number of responses required for each condition at the end of the study.
Participant 12 completed the first session with the monster version of the task and
finished the study (Sessions two and three) with the square version of the task (see Figure 10).
With the monster version of the task, responding was close to optimal with some preference for
the stay option when the ratio was 1. Responding became variable during the square version of
the game. Due to a technical malfunction, data were lost for the 90% complete/1.5 ratio
condition for the third session. Changing the visuals of the task did not improve, and possibly
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even hindered, orderliness of responding. Participants 7, 10, 11, and 12 all had orderly
responding during the task with the monsters, but this did not continue for all participants.
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Figure 7. Participant 7 Experimental Task Choices.
33

Figure 8. Participant 10 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 9. Participant 11 Experimental Task Choices.
35

Figure 10. Participant 12 Experimental Task Choices.
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Change #3: Elimination of an Independent Variable and the Addition of Surveys.
After multiple participants responding unsystematically, indifferently, or optimally, the
procedures were simplified to more directly replicate Pattison et al. (2011). The proposed study
was a replication and extension of the study by Pattison and colleagues by adding a new
independent variable and by using the procedures with humans. However, because this procedure
had never been done with humans before, whether the sunk cost effect would occur with this
procedure was unknown. The potential savings magnitude variable was therefore eliminated
from the procedures to place greater emphasis on replication. The initial FR schedule was an FR
30, and the second schedule was an FR 15. Participant 9 completed their first and second
sessions with the monster version of the game with the modified instructions (see Figure 11).
The third session used the squares version of the task that only included percent completed
independent variable. During Session one, there was a preference to switch to the second option,
but during Session two responding became more optimal. During Session three, responding
shifted again towards a preference for switching to the second option.
Participant 13 completed all three sessions with the square version of the game with one
IV (see Figure 12). This participant had mostly consistent preference for staying with the initial
option.
Change #4: The Monsters Return. Due to repeated non-orderly data with the squares
version of the experimental task, the task switched back to the monster version. Participant 14
completed all three sessions with the percent completed independent variable only (see Figure
13). Sessions one and two were with the squares version and Session three was the monster
version of the task. Responding indicated indifference between the two options regardless of
version of the game.
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Figure 11. Participant 9 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 12. Participant 13 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 13. Participant 14 Experimental Task Choices.
Change #5: Final Refinements. The two final refinements were changing the second
monster to be visually identical to the first, and a second modification of instructions. The
monster was changed to avoid bias in responding due to differences in monster appearance. The
instructions were changed to provide the information that there was a finite number of monsters
to kill and bring attention to the time element of the task. Participant 15 completed two sessions
with the square version of the game, and one session with the monster version of the game with
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all final refinements in place (see Figure 14). This participant chose to switch to the second
option on almost every trial for Sessions one and two. During Session three, responding was near
optimal, except for the 20 responses of initial investment condition.

Figure 14. Participant 15 Experimental Task Choices.
Participants 17 and 18 completed one session with visually different monsters and two
sessions with visually identical monsters (see Figures 15 and 16). Responding for Participant 17
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was near indifference for sessions 1 and 2 but was perfectly optimal for Session three. Participant
18 responded optimally across all three sessions.
Participant 19 completed all three sessions with identical monsters, and their last session
included the final instructions (see Figure 17). Responding was near optimal across sessions.
Participant 21 completed all three sessions with identical monsters and had the final version of
the instructions for Sessions two and three (see Figure 18). Responding was near optimal across
sessions. After changing back to the monster version of the task and making final refinements,
participants responded either near optimally or indifferently.
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Figure 15. Participant 17 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 16. Participant 18 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 17. Participant 19 Experimental Task Choices.
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Figure 18. Participant 21 Experimental Task Choices.
Summary. At first performance was incredibly variable both within and between
participants. As the instructions and procedures improved, responding became more orderly for
most participants. These results highlight the importance of clear and understandable instructions
when using human participants. Although some participants responded optimally, the squares
version of the task produced unsystematic responding, even among participants who responded
systematically during the monster version. Orderliness was restored by returning to the monster
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version and eliminating an independent variable. Any additional effects of the final refinements
cannot be isolated and were included to protect against potential biases. No sunk cost effect was
seen with any participant even after simplifying the procedures to more closely match those of
Pattison et al. (2011). After the final refinements to the procedure were complete, the main study
began.
MAIN STUDY
Introduction
The purposes of the study shifted over the course of conducting the pilot study. The
current study sought to (1) replicate and extend research by Pattison and colleagues and (2)
compare results from the same participants on behavior-based and hypothetical scenario-based
sunk cost procedures. If the behavior-based and scenario-based procedures are both
measurements of the sunk cost effect, then they should produce similar results with the same
individuals. If similar results are not produced, it is possible that they are not measuring the same
phenomenon.
Method
Participants and Setting. Both the setting and recruitment methods were the same as the
pilot study.
Materials. The hypothetical scenario tasks were the same as in the pilot (see Appendices
B-D).
Procedure. Procedures were identical to those used at the end of the pilot study.
Participants completed three hour-long sessions. During each session, they completed the
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behavior-based experimental task. At the end of the third session, they completed the
hypothetical questionnaires. The version of the behavior-based task used was the one with
identical monsters and improved instructions that was a replication of the Pattison et al. (2011)
procedures (see pilot study above).
Data Analysis. Inferential statistics and visual analysis were used to analyze the data.
Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to compare mean differences in percent task completion
on percent stay on the initial option (behavior-based task) and likelihood of committing the rest
of funds to a project (hypothetical scenarios). The experimental task data were graphed for each
participant. Each figure has three or four panels, one for each session and one for aggregated
session data. Each panel includes a grey dashed line which represents optimal responding. The
data paths within each panel represent the percent of trials in which the participant chose to stay
on the initial FR schedule across the ratio conditions. Only free choice trial data were used to
calculate the percent that they stayed on the initial FR schedule. Individual session and
aggregated session data are presented.
Results
Twenty-five people completed the study. The participants ranged in age from 18 to 24 (M
= 19.76, SD = 1.5), mostly undergraduate sophomores, with at least some video game experience
(see Table 2). All participants who enrolled in the study completed the study.
Behavior-based Task. Participants tended to respond in one of two ways. First, twelve
participants responded near optimally: they tended to stay and switch when it would save
responses to complete the work requirement (see Figure 19). Many of these participants reported
that they counted to know which option was faster. Another four participants (29, 31, 38, and 44)
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initially did not respond optimally but did after the first or second session (see Appendix E for
individual figures for each participant). Other participants were insensitive to the contingencies
and tended to alternate across sessions or within conditions (see Figure 20). For these
participants, a variety of descriptions were given for their strategies during the behavioral task.
Participant 28 reported counting, and Participant 42 reported that they tried to see which was
quicker, although they did not describe how in detail. Participant 30 reported using their “gut
feeling” rather than exact counts. Participant 32 reported daydreaming, and Participant 34 said
that they alternated a lot. Participant 36 reported that they alternated because they could not see
the correct route to take, and Participant 45 reported that they changed their responding for
“variety”.
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Figure 19. Optimal Responders.
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Figure 20. Non-optimal Responders.
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Table 2
Participant Demographics
Demographic
Age
Gender (M/F%)
Year in School
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Frequency Video Games
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Yearly
Never
Video Game Category
Platformer
Shooter
Sports
Fighting
Action-Adventure
Role-Playing
Simulation
Strategy
Puzzle
Other
None
Gaming Device
Xbox
PlayStation
PC
Smartphone
Other
Video Game Experience

Mean (SD) or %
19.76 (1.50)
44/56%
20%
40%
16%
24%
20%
28%
32%
12%
8%
44%
48%
20%
24%
36%
16%
40%
48%
52%
8%
4%
20%
40%
40%
76%
32%
5.96 (2.34)

Two participants were the exception to this dichotomy of response patterns (see
Appendix E). Participant 33 responded similarly to the pigeons in the Pattison study. There was
some sensitivity to the contingencies, but they stayed when it was optimal to switch almost half
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the time. Participant 35 had a consistent preference for the initial option and reported verbally at
the end of the study that they chose it because of the time spent killing that monster.
Figure 21 shows aggregated experimental task data for all participants. The dashed line
represents optimal responding, and error bars represent standard deviation. Overall the pattern
follows optimality but is imperfect. The investment conditions below 15 are elevated above zero,
indicating some tendency to stay when it is better to switch. When considered in conjunction
with the individual data, this elevation is likely due to a combination of learning, error, and
indifference in participants, rather than a true sunk cost effect. Additionally, at investment
condition 15, during which the amount of responses to stay or switch are equal, there is
indifference, indicating no bias towards staying with the initial option.

Figure 21. Aggregated Task Choices for All Participants.
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Individual cumulative response curves are in Appendix F. For comparing across subjects,
all the Y axes are the same, but the X axes differ depending on the time it took for the
participants to complete the session. Participants usually completed the behavioral task within
thirty minutes. Sessions one, two, and three are in the top, middle, and lower panels,
respectively. The vertical marks are placed at the end of each trial. Overall, participants
responded much more frequently than what was needed to complete the work requirement. If the
FR 30 was chosen each trial, 1,680 responses would be required. Participants frequently had over
3,000 responses, and some even responded over 5,000 times in a session.
Hypothetical Scenario Tasks. Figure 22 depicts the likelihood that the participants
would commit the remaining funds across prior investment percentages. The top panel is the
radar blank plane scenario and the bottom panel is the building remodel scenario. Error bars are
standard deviation. For both scenarios, as the amount invested increased, the likelihood to
commit the remaining funds increased. Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for both scenarios.
There was a significant effect of prior investment and likelihood to commit remaining funds,
F(4,96) = 88.6, p <.001 and F(4,96) = 36.13, p < .001 for radar blank plane and building remodel
scenarios, respectively. The data from both scenarios are well described by a linear function. For
the radar blank plane scenario, 99.22% of the variation in means was explained by the linear
function, and 78.07% of all variation was explained by the linear function. For the remodeling
scenario, 99.2% of the variation in means was explained by the linear function, and 59.6% of the
total variation explained by the linear function. There was a significant linear trend for both
scenarios, F(1,24) = 176.77, p <.001 and F(1,24) = 55.9, p < .001 for plane and model scenarios,
respectively.
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Table 3
Hypothetical Scenario Descriptive Statistics
Scenario

Percent Investment

Mean (SD)

Intercept

Slope

Plane

10
30
50
70
90

11.64 (13.10)
27.96 (20.03)
45.56 (18.17)
72.52 (18.35)
90.96 (19.48)

49.73

-38.09
-21.77
-4.17
22.79
41.23

Remodel

10
30
50
70
90

19.16 (23.10)
31.64 (21.58)
44.6 (18.62)
64.96 (22.70)
79.44 (28.28)

47.96

-28.80
-16.32
-3.36
17.00
31.48

Twenty participants (80%) reported being willing to watch a bad movie longer when they
had paid for it than when they were watching for free. In sum, a sunk cost effect was seen at the
group level across all hypothetical scenario tasks.
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Figure 22. Likelihood to Commit Remaining Funds for Two Scenarios.
Discussion
Orderly data were produced across both the behavior-based and hypothetical scenariobased tasks. For the behavior-based task, order was found in the participants responding
optimally. For many participants, there was clear sensitivity to the contingencies in effect. For
the scenario-based task, order was found in the linear relationship between percent completed
and reported likelihood to commit the rest of the funds to a project. A key difference between
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these tasks is discriminability. The behavior-based task had certain, fixed, easily discriminable
outcomes. Frequently, participants reported that they counted to track which option was better to
choose. The scenarios used were losing scenarios; the optimal choice is to not invest more
money. However, this may not have been clear to participants. No clear outcomes of investing or
not investing were given. Discriminability between options are thus a key factor in optimal
decision making. An exception to this may be the movie watching scenario in which the majority
of participants reported that they would watch a bad movie longer if they paid for it versus if
they were watching for free. More research is needed to isolate more determinants of optimal
decision making.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the pilot and main studies, two common patterns of behavior were observed.
Specifically, participants generally responded either optimally or indifferently on the behavioral
task. Performance became more orderly over the course of the pilot study as procedures were
refined. Overall, very little sunk cost behavior was observed in the behavioral task. In contrast,
responding in the hypothetical scenario tasks was consistently showed the sunk cost effect. This
combination of findings calls into question whether different experimental procedures designed
to investigate the sunk cost effect are measuring the same phenomenon. It also suggests that a
complete account of the necessary and sufficient controlling variables relevant to the sunk cost
effect remain to be identified. This study also provides preliminary evidence that verbal behavior
may play a critical role in the sunk cost effect exhibited in humans.
Arkes and Blumer, in their seminal article, define the sunk cost fallacy as “an increased
tendency to continue an endeavor once an investment of money, effort, or time has been made”
(Arkes and Blumer, 1985, p.124). Missing in this definition, but imperative for the sunk cost
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effect, is that (a) there is another alternative with a better outcome and (b) the outcomes of all
options are known. If the chosen option yields the greatest utility, then no decision error is made.
In the behavioral economics literature, choosing between options with known outcomes is called
decision making under certainty. Some sunk cost research procedures fit this requirement, such
as the bad movie watching scenario used in the current study. For both versions of the scenario
(paid versus free), the outcome of continuing to watch was wasted time and the opportunity cost
of not doing something more enjoyable. However, many procedures aimed at studying sunk cost
do not use certain outcomes. Frequently consequences for choosing an option are unknown or
probabilistic. For the financial investment scenarios used in the current study, it was not known
what the consequences of finishing the project would be, such as a loss of money from reselling
the house or an angered boss. Further, results from multiple studies studying sunk cost from a
behavior analytic perspective (Avila et al., 2013; Navarro and Fantino, 2005) have shown that
discriminability of the context is a critical factor in whether behavior is optimal. Specifically,
optimal responding was obtained when schedule-correlated stimuli were available and larger
differences between expected work requirements were related in place (Avila et al., 2013;
Navarro and Fantino, 2005). Non-optimal persistence on a course of action after a prior
investment in situations with ambiguous context is likely not the sunk cost effect. If non-optimal
behavior only occurs in ambiguous contexts, then it is not the prior investment that is driving that
behavior. The results from this series of studies (e.g., Navarro & Fantino, 2005) are more likely
the result of the combination of a particular learning history, uncertain contingencies, and lack of
discrimination between alternatives. These are often muddled together, although there is
preliminary evidence that learning history is a key feature in non-optimal persistence (Macaskill
& Hackenberg, 2012a).
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A key aim of the current study was to investigate whether different procedures are all
measuring the same construct. Procedures have differed considerably across different studies
aimed at assessing the sunk cost fallacy with non-human animals. Navarro and Fantino (2005)
and Avila et al. (2013) used a procedure in which subjects would persist or escape a work
requirement. This can be conceptualized as a situation where an organism chooses to continue an
investment or abandon it. The researchers found increased non-optimal persistence when the
difference between persisting and escaping was smaller. Alternatively, Pattison and colleagues
used a situation in which subjects chose between two alternatives. After an investment on the
first work schedule, subjects could choose to complete either work schedule. This can be
conceptualized as a situation where an organism can choose to continue to invest in an
alternative or switch to another alternative. These researchers found a bias towards completing
the first work schedule even if it meant more responses were needed to access food. These
different conceptualizations both have merit for measuring the sunk cost fallacy. However, the
procedure by Pattison and colleagues may be more like human scenarios, as when you abandon a
course of action you are often also choosing to engage in another course of action. In the Navarro
and Fantino series of studies, the sunk cost bias was only found when the situation was difficult
to discriminate. However, the sunk cost bias was found in the Pattison et al. (2011) study with a
discriminable context. Additionally, in contrast to the Navarro and Fantino series of sunk cost
experiments, the sunk cost procedures by Pattison and colleagues included certain outcomes.
Fixed ratio schedules are used with colored keys as discriminative stimuli. Completing any work
requirement resulted in the same duration of access to food. Due to these differences, it is likely
that these procedures measure different phenomena and the procedure by Pattison and colleagues
may be a better animal model for measuring the sunk cost fallacy.
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. The sunk cost effect has been studied in humans using hypothetical scenarios and
behavioral tasks. It is frequently the case for context to change across hypothetical scenarios, but
little research has been published on manipulations on wording or context of hypothetical
scenarios. Garland (1990) assessed different wording of their dependent variable, finding similar
results for asking for likelihood for investing the rest of the money for a project and investing the
next million dollars, but dissimilar results for estimating the probability of a profit. Garland and
Newport (1991) did not find a difference across their scenarios used. Additionally, no prior study
has compared responding across behavioral and hypothetical scenario tasks. The investment
scenarios used the same independent variable as the behavior-based task, yet sunk cost behavior
was only seen in the scenarios. It could be that the stakes are higher when even hypothetically
investing large sums of money than killing a fake monster, but sunk costs were also seen on the
movie scenario. It may be that the only true sunk cost effect produced by these procedures was
that of the movie scenario, as it had known, certain outcomes. Thus, the differing results across
tasks in the present study serve as preliminary evidence that these tasks are not measuring the
same construct. The issue of ambiguous outcomes in the hypothetical scenarios used may be a
major contributor to these results, but more work is needed.
There has been investigative effort in the behavior-analytic sunk cost literature regarding
generality of the sunk cost effect across species. This is the first attempt to do so with the animal
model used by Pattison and colleagues. The current study did not replicate the findings from the
study by Pattison and colleagues. This may be due to covert verbal behavior generated by the
participants while engaging in the task. In post-task debriefing, 15 (60%) participants reported
counting the number of hits the monster took during a trial, suggesting that they may have been
able to more easily track the contingencies than pigeons. Other participants reported making and
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following their own rules, such as just switching which monster was chosen across trials or
across sessions. Counting during the behavioral task likely served a discriminative function. It is
questionable whether the bias seen in the Pattison study using their procedure is transferable to
humans. In a future study, procedures could be made to be even more similar. If counting is an
important a useful strategy in this task, then an animal model could be utilized which includes
some sort of counting approximation, such as clock-like stimuli. Overall, it is too soon to tell
whether the sunk cost fallacy is generalizable across species or is a uniquely human
phenomenon.
There are other possible explanations for the failure to replicate. Participants may have
chosen the non-optimal choice just to experience something variable or different from what they
had been experiencing. All trials of a condition were presented together, so participants may
have gotten satiated after experiencing conditioned reinforcers produced by choosing the same
options multiple times in a row. Some participants reported an interest in variable outcomes
during their exit interviews. For the main study, the two monsters used were visually identical to
minimize this issue, but even switching between options in different locations on the screen
could be considered variable by the participant.
Second, participants may have been indifferent about the prior investment or the task
itself. In real world situations, the choice to continue a prior investment can be complex and
involve life-altering consequences, such as with monetary investments or relationships. A labbased behavioral experimental task may not be able to capture all the relevant variables that exist
in real life. Further research could increase the subjective weight of the prior investment, such as
by using real money in small investment decisions in a lab-based setting. However, small scale
investments on an unimportant task could still engender sunk cost behavior, as suggested by the
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majority of participants in the current study reporting that they would watch a bad movie longer
if they had paid for it than if it were free.
There were other limitations to the study. First, some participants took longer to
understand the function of the forced choice trials, even after instruction changes. A future study
could include practice trials, or different procedures to remedy this problem. Second, this study
used a convenience sample for the study. Participants were largely undergraduate students in
psychology courses, which limits generalizability of the results.
In addition, the number of responses emitted greatly exceeded the number of responses
needed to complete the work requirement. Participants would press the button to attack while the
previous attack was still occurring (the next attack would not “count” towards the FR schedule
until the animation for the previous attack had completed). Sometimes this resulted in multiple
responses in the same second. This can be considered “button mashing” and is frequent in some
video games. Future research could increase the response effort or change the nature of the
experimental task to something less likely to have this issue.
A potential solution to some of these procedural limitations is to change the task to a
‘paint by number’ task used in unpublished token economy research. This task involves solving
simple math problems presented in a grid. The solution to the problem designates what color it
should be. Participants drag the color from the choices on the left of the screen onto the math
problem to “color” it. This task would be more effortful and time consuming than pressing a
button to attack a monster, and there would be no penalties in effect for over-responding.
Participants would be able to identify visually how far they are into completing the paint by
number puzzle, solving a common complaint from the monster version. If enough information
were given to the participants to discriminate the better option within the trial, then a forced trial
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procedure would not be necessary. By making these procedural changes, the sunk cost effect
could be further explored.
Results from the hypothetical scenarios in the current study replicated the results from
Garland (1990) (see also Garland & Newport, 1991). The results from both studies were a linear
relationship between the percent of prior investment and likelihood to commit the rest of the
funds to the project. However, important information regarding the consequences of investing
were missing from these scenarios, which likely impacted the willingness to continue to invest.
Future research should manipulate the amount of given information regarding the consequences
of investing or not investing.
Other studies have shown a tendency to continue engaging in a course of action when a
clearly better alternative is not available, or when the consequences are unclear. This tendency is
non-optimal behavior but is not necessarily the sunk cost fallacy due to including uncertain
outcomes. The procedures by Pattison et al. (2011) do include certain outcomes and may
represent an occurrence of the sunk cost effect in pigeons. Failure to replicate their results with
humans is likely due to verbal mediation. The current study makes progress towards exploring
generality of this behavior across species and procedures.
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Appendix B
Radar Blank Plane Hypothetical Sunk Cost Scenario
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You are president of Aero-Flite Corporation, an airplane manufacturer. You have spent ___ of
the $10 million budgeted for a research project to develop a radar-scrambling device that would
render a plane undetectable by conventional radar (in effect, a radar blank plane). The project is
___% complete. Another firm has begun marketing a similar device that takes up less space and
is much easier to operate than Aero-Flite’s. How likely is it (from 0 to 100) that if faced with this
situation, you would decide to use the last $_ million dollars to complete this project?

Dollars Invested

Percentage Invested

$1 million

10

$3 million

30

$5 million

50

$7 million

70

$9 million

90
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Appendix C
Building Remodel Hypothetical Sunk Cost Scenario
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You are the owner and manager of Security Tower, and older downtown office building that
overlooks several square blocks in an area that has been slated for urban renewal over the next
three years. The City Council has indicated that it would like to create a “greenway” with grass,
trees, and a small lake networked with bicycle and jogging paths. You have begun remodeling
your building, anticipating renewed interest in downtown offices, with convenient parking, good
access to the cross-town freeway, and a nice view. You have spent $_ of the approximately
$100,000 you had budgeted for remodeling and the project is _% complete. You have just
learned that the “greenway” plan has been voted down in favor of a sports stadium that will give
all 15 floors of your building a view of cement walls and/or parking lots. Additionally, the
increased traffic in the area will clog the freeway access for years, even with the plans to widen
adjacent streets. How likely is it (from 0 to 100) that if faced with this situation, you would
decide to use the last $_ dollars to complete this project?

Dollars Invested

Percentage Invested

$10,000

10

$30,000

30

$50,000

50

$70,000

70

$90,000

90
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Appendix D
Movie Hypothetical Sunk Cost Scenario
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1. You paid $10.95 to see a movie on pay TV. After 5 min, you are bored, and the movie seems
pretty bad. How much longer would you watch the movie on TV?

o Stop watching entirely
o Watch for 10 more minutes
o Watch for 20 more minutes
o Watch for 30 more minutes
o Watch until the end
2. You are watching a movie on TV. After 5 min, you are bored, and the movie seems pretty bad.
How much longer would you watch the movie on TV?

o Stop watching entirely
o Watch for 10 more minutes
o Watch for 20 more minutes
o Watch for 30 more minutes
o Watch until the end
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Appendix E
Individual Figures for Behavior-based Sunk Cost Task
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Appendix F
Individual Cumulative Response Records
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